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ABSTP_CT

In the construction of large space Systems, the installation of mission

equipment and payloads on structural platforms poses a serious challenge to

space construction operations. For Such operations, attachment mechanisms are

required that promote simple and quick mate and delaate capabilities and provide

a rigid connection during mission operations. While under contract to the
National Aeronautics and Spade Administration (NASA), ROckwell International

has deslgned, constructed, and tested such a mechanical attachment adapter
in NASA's Neutral Buoyancy Simulator (NBS) at Marshall Space FLight Center,

Huntsville, Alabama. The adapter was included in a simulation program that

investigated techniques for assembling erectable structures under simulated

zero-g conditions by pressure-suited subjects in a simulated EVA mode. The
adapter was utilized as an interface attachment between a simulated equipment
module (SEM) and one node point of a tetrahedral structural cell. The mating

performance of the adapter, a self-energized mechanism, was easily and quickly
demonstrated and _equirSd little effort on the part of the test subjects.

INTRODUCTION

In the study of large space systems, initial emphasis has been placed on

beams and Joining concepts for various structural configurations. Since equip-
ment installa_ions are considered basic and routine operations even on the

earliest of missions utilizing large space structures, interface concepts must

be generated to promote "easy" mate and demate capabilities with positive
verification in the orbital environment.

An operational concept for installing mission equipment on a large space

platform was investigated by Rockwell International during a study of Erectable

Large Space Systems for Langley Research Center. A subsequent effort by Rockwell
while under contract to Langley Research Center and Marshall Space Flight Center

_' concerned, among other objectives, the design of a self-energized mechanical

adapter that could function as the interface between mission equipment and
structure.

i:

This paper discusses the fundamental requirements of such mechanical

interfaces and presents two concepts considered during the study. One of the
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concepts underwe_ a proof-of-concept design, and a prototyp_ unit was fabri-
cated and tested. The design wtll be describ_d, along with the t_sC and its
results.

FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The main function of the adapter is to provide a structurally sound
_ interface between any two assemblies. For illustration, let us assume the
_ assemblies of interest are a large space truss platform structure and mis-

_i' slon equipment made up of individualized modules, as shown in figure i. The.- adapter is th@ structural connection that couples each module to the platform.

_n that function, the adapter must be rigid and capable o£ supporting loads
imposed on it throughout the llfe of the mls_ion. These include impact loads

-_ during construction, orbit transfer load_, and operational loads caused by
_ dynamic modules.

_i: The adapter must also satisfy several important operational requirements

and features. A simple and easy engagement mechanism on the adapter is essen-

_'i tlal to facilitate its attachment manually or remotely. The initial inSertiOn
must be forgiving in terms of alignment and orientation, but once engaged, the

=_ attachment must be rigid and provide a specific orientation (clocking) in all

_i three axes. The adapter must also provide a positive indication of engagement,

_, and a disengagement capability for contingency and maintenance operations.

2_'. MISSION_, /' EQUIPMENT

_:_ _ MIDULE

__.. SEPAP,ATION

1: t _

!.
i

Figure i. Representative Structure
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DESIGN CONCEPTS

To satlsfythe fundamentaZr_qulre_entS,two adapter conceptsw_re
generatedduring the design of the test hardware. The concepts,a bail-
socketadapterand a Sel_-energizedscrew adapter,were subjectivelyevaluated,
and the latter emerged as the best candidate fer further detail design. Both
conceptsare describedi_ thls section,along with discussionsof their opera-
tionalfeaturesChat had a bearln_on the final selection. It shouldbe
emphasized Chat, although the following discussions and illustrations show the

female half of the adapter as part of an erectable gtructure node unlonj its

application is by no means limited to a node polnc or co fiheerectable
structure.

Ball Socket Adapter

The first adapter concept to be considered for the test is based on a

ball socket Joint design developed for the Joining of structural elements

during space construction (reference i). Therein advantage of the ball

socket Joint was its operational ease which was verified during ground

simulatlone involving both remote and EVA assembly techniques (references
2 and 3). The ball socket adapter, illustrated in figure 2, is essentlally

a probe drogue coupling where the probe is part of the module and the drogue

is incorporated within the cavity of the node union.

The probe is engaged in a twe-step latching procedure. First, as the

module is-posltloned "over" the node union and slowly "lowered" into posl-

ORIGINAL PAG_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY

REDUNDANT
MOTORS ,,,.

ON

" PROBE

LA"

:_ Figure 2. Ball Socket Adapter
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tlon, the ball end o5 the probe engages the drogue and its latch_s. In the
seCOnd ste_, the d_ogue's redundant motors are activated to drlve the

tapered Shell Of th_ probe into the oavity of the union and o_foct a r_Sld
interface. The motors could be torque-limited end reversible So that dis-
engagement would be closeted, if warranted. Power _or the motors could be
supplied by the manlpulato_ or by EVA astronauts through hand tool_, dependln_
on which module installation method is employed.

The two-step engagement operation of the ball socket adapter is an
advantage. However, it requires external power which is not easily supplied
by either the manipulator or EVA astronauts. While dlsengageme_t of the
tapered shell can be achieved, the ball disengagement is a more difficult task
becau_ts Iaaccesslbility.

Self-Energlzed Mechanical Adapter

This adapter is a self-energized coupling that promotes the q_ick attach-
ment of Eelatlvely large modules on the surface of a large space platform. The
active half of the doupllng, which drives an Acme threaded screw, forms a part
o£ the module. The other half incorporates a recelvln8 nut into a structural
union which represents a node point on the surface of a truss-conflgured space
platform. As depicted in figure 3, the energy source for the adapter is a set

SPRINGENGAGEMENTPiN

" HOUSING
CLOCKSPRING

WASHER

PiN

RATCHET

ARBOR , _i ADAPTERNUT

RATCHEtPIN
3 PLACES

TRIGGERPIN, SOCKET
3 PLACES

ACME JNION
scREW NUT

Figure 3. Self-Energlzed Adapter
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o_ two clO_k springs that drive the Acmc threaded screw _nto _hc rccctviag nut
on the mating union. The screw iS held in the _ne_gtzod position by a ratchet
until triggorad by the i.sertion of the adaptor into ice union and the applica-
tion o_ a slight compressive force on it.

To disengage the adaptor, a square-nosed speed wrench can b_ Inserted into
_" a socket at either end of the screw shaft to rewind the screw; this dlsongag_s

_° the adapter and re_norglzes it at the same time.

This concept fulfills most of the requirements that are expected in such
a device. Therefore, i.twas selected for inclusion In the tes_. A detailed

i_ design and operational description of the adapter iS presented in the next
_ Section.

ORIGINAl, TR
i DESIGN AND OPERATION OF POOR QUALITY

_:* The module Pmlf of the adapter iS a probe that houSeS all the active

_!" components to energize and drive the probe into a rigid attachment with the
_ structural platform. A photograph of. the adapter probe and the module is

shown in figure 4. The major active components of the probe are:

J

SIMULATED EQUIPMENT_... ...-'_
MODULE Q .... .,

Figure 4. Simulated Equipment Module (SEM)
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• Two clock springs which provide the enargy for the adapter. The
outslde llps of both spriflgs are anchored to _ slngle engagement pin,
IntOrnally, both springs interface with a rotating _rbor.

• An arbor that rotates freely on T_flou Journals. Externally, I_
incorporates a groove for capturing the internal llp_ of the two clo_k

springs, On one end, there are six t_eth for engaging the ratchet.
Internally, it contains a spllno to couple with the screw shaf_ in

torsion only. The screw shaft is free _o elide oxially.

• A ratchet that retains the arbor in the energlzed position until

triggered, it.accepts the arbor teeth and prevents the arbor from
rotating in the clockwise direction only. Th_ee pins are attached to

the ratchet which protrude to the leading end of the adapter. The
ratchet pins form a part of the trigger mechanism,

• An Aeme screw which iS partially engaged in an adapter nut. It

features a central flange to control its travel by bearing against an
adapter housing internal shoulder, and a splined end that couples,

torsionally only, withthe arbor spline.

_" The platform half of the adapter is a union that accepts the probe half.

The union features a slot to accept the adapter housing alignment pin, three

trigger pins that align with the ratchet pins and a captive floating nut to
accept the screw when triggered.

Operationally, a module with an energized adapter attached is brought to

the node point and "lowered" into it. As the adapter guide pin rides over the

_ llp of the union, the module is rotated until the pin "drops" into its slot and,

in the process, the trigger pins are aligned with the ratchet pins. A slight
compressive force on the module causes the trigger pins to d_ress the ratchet

pins which disengage the ratchet from the arbor. At that point, the stored

_,: energy in the clock springs is released by rotating the arbor and, in turn, the_5

> screW. Since the screw is already partially engaged in the adapter nut, it
drives itself through to the captive union nut until the flange on the screw
shaft seats itself inside the adapter. At that position, sufficient residual

_ energy remains in the spring_ to assure a positive engagement at all times.

TEST METHOD

_: The mechanical adapter was tested in the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator (NBS)
at Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, as a portion of the Largej:
Space Systems Erectable Structures Assembly Simulations in which an entire

truss cell was constructed under simulated zero-g conditions. As a final task

:_ of the construction, a simulated equipment module (SEM) was installed at the

! node of the truss cell. The SEM was attached by the self-energized mechanical

adapter described herein. Two pressure-suited test subjects in a simulated

the point where installation was effected. The assembled test article is shown

_" in figure 5.
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ORIGLNAL PAGE IS

Figure 5. Assembled Test Article

RESULTS

In the initial series of tests, operational and design difficulties

surfaced which resulted in unsatisfactory performance of the adapter. After

modification, the adapter operated satisfactorily, and repeated tests showed

that the attachment of equipment to a structural platform could be performed

by EVA subjects in less than 35 seconds. The relatively easy attachment was
rigid and permanent, and imposed no undue loads on the structure.

The first difficulty was encountered in attempting to orient and level

the SEM relative to its mating union. In performing that task, the actions of

the test subjects seem uncoordinated. Figure 6 illustrates the leveling

: difficulty, which was eliminated in subsequent tests by adding a work station

adjacent to the node of the truss cell.

Once leveling was achieved, the test subjects were unable to trigger the

adapter. When repeated attempts resulted in part_al engagements at best, the

adapter was modified to the configuration shown in figure 7. The major
corrective actions included the following:

i. The interfacing surfaces of the union and the adapter were recon-

figured to a conical shape to eliminate a suspected binding of the
original stepped cylindrical surfaces.
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Figure 6. SEM Installation
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Figure 7. Modified Self-Energized Adapter
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2. The cap_ivo r_a_vlng nu_ was sllgh_ly countersunk _o aceop_
mlsallgnman_ of th_ screw, and shortened aliflh_ly _o allow _ho sc_Ow
to protrude through it for vloual verification of engagement,

3. The ratchet wave waohor was _oplaced by _hree softer co_pre_sion
springs to bring _h_ t_ifigerlngforce from i78N (40 Ib) down to
_.24N (11 Ib).

After modification, another series of teats was conducted in which the
module was satls£aetorily and reliably attached with relatlva ease,

DiSengagement of the adapter by EVA subjects was another objective of the
tests. The task required one subject to insert a square nose spead wrench into
a socket at th_ end of the screw and rewind it until the probe disengaged. The
initial attempt indicated that the subjects wart unable to reach the adapter
from..outsidethe cell, and consequently, could not disengage it,

CONCLUSIONS

The Self-energized mechanical adapter is a feasible concept for the
structural attachment of mission equipment or subsystems to a large platform.
However, improvements in its disengagement features will be required before
the adapter ca_Lbe productively used.

Another important finding is that equipment to be operated in the foreign
environment of space must be tested and refined under simulated space
conditions to verify the equipment configuration.
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